
ACCESSORIES
CBR600RR

Supersport supreme
Inline fours are the apex predators of the sportbike world. This is the kind of engine 

that our World Superbike and Supersport riders race. And if you’ve ever ridden a 

bike like our CBR600RR it’s easy to see why. The engines are super-responsive and 

high revving. The handling is scalpel sharp. And our CBR600RR combines all that 

with the light weight of a 600-class machine—and light weight is the key to all sorts 

of performance benefits. A rare breed these days, fours like the CBR600RR are a 

delight for track-day use, and outstanding on twisty back roads.

The CBR600RR in action.
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Accessories Packs

RACING PACK *RED* RACING PACK *BLACK* COMFORT PACK

08HME-MKZ-RAZA 08HME-MKZ-RAZB 08HME-MKZ-COM

Wheel Stripe Tricolour Set *NH-1* • •

Oil Filler Cap • •

Tank Pad • •

Seat Cowl Red •

Seat Cowl Black •

Usb (Type-C) ATT •

Usb Power Socket •

Seat Bag ATT •

Rear Seat Bag •

Protective Film •

Grip Heater ATT •

Grip Heater •
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OIL FILLER CAP
08F72-MKZ-J30

The Oil Filler Cap is expertly crafted from premi-
um-grade aluminum, ensuring superior quality and 
precision. It features a vibrant red anodized finish that 
adds a striking visual element, while the laser-etched 
HRC logo on both sides of the handgrip enhances 
its aesthetics. The cap's interior is hollowed out to 
enhance strength and minimize weight. Additionally, 
the cap includes a wire-lock hole, commonly found on 
HRC works machines, making it suitable for circuit rid-
ing. With its surface treatment of red anodization, the 
Oil Filler Cap combines style, functionality, and a touch 
of racing heritage.

WHEEL STRIPE TRICOLOUR SET
08F70-MKZ-J30ZA

The Wheel Stripes set not only features the iconic 
Honda Racing logo but also enhances the overall 
racing aesthetic of the bike's undercarriage. With a 
single unit, these stripes can be easily installed on the 
bike, making it a convenient and versatile accessory. 
Perfect for enthusiasts looking to elevate the racing 
appearance of their motorcycle, the Wheel Stripes 
set adds a touch of style and sportiness to the bike's 
overall design.

SEAT COWL
08F70-MJC-N30ZA / 08F72-MJC-N40ZA

This stylish Single Seat Cowl replaces the pillion seat 
with an easy operation, creating a strong resemblance 
to the racing machine and reducing the weight. It can-
not be used in conjunction with the Seat Bag. 
Available in the following colour options:
• 08F70-MJC-N30ZA - RED *R380*
• 08F72-MJC-N40ZA - BLACK *NHA86M*

REAR SEAT BAG  
08ESY-MKZ-RRSEAT

Functional rear bag specifically adapted to the tapered shape of the rear seat. 
Capacity of 15L that can be expanded to 22L. Easily attached and perfectly stable 
when installed with the specific attachment included.
Dimensions in mm (W x L x H): 355 X 365 X 243
This kit includes:
• Rear Seat Bag Attachment
• Rear Seat Bag

USB POWER SOCKET
08ESY-MKZ-USB

The USB easy kit is a compact and convenient set 
of accessories designed to equip the bike with USB 
connectivity, enabling riders to charge devices and 
stay connected on the go, while stored under the seat.
The kit includes:
• USB (TYPE-C) Attachment (08E70-MKZ-U00)
• USB (TYPE-C) (08E72-MKR-D10)

PROTECTIVE FILM
08P70-MKZ-J30
The Protective Film is a thin, transparent, and 
durable layer applied to the bodywork to prevent 
damage to the fairings when the Rear Seat Bag is 
installed. Its primary function is to shield the fairing 
from scratches, and minor abrasions, preserving 
the pristine appearance and enhancing the bike's 
overall longevity.

TANK PAD
08P82-MKR-D10

This rubber-made pad is exclusively designed to fit 
the tank shape and to protect it from scratches.

GRIP HEATER
08ESY-MKZ-HG

The Grip Heater easy kit is a practical and essen-
tial set of accessories that provides heated grips, 
ensuring riders can maintain a comfortable and firm 
grip even in chilly weather conditions.
The kit contains:
• Grip Heater Attachment
• Grip Heater

Design Protection & Comfort

Luggage
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